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Extending Latin Rectangles with Restraints 
v. W. BRYANT 
Transversal theory can be used to show how and when Latin rectangles can be extended to 
Latin squares. The purpose of this short article is to show that these traditional methods can be 
applied to more general questions of extending Latin rectangles with additional restraints such 
as excluding certain elements from parts of the square or including certain elements in prescribed 
places. 
An r X s Latin rectangle based on {I, ... , n} is an r x s matrix in which each entry is 
from {1, ... , n} such that no number occurs more than once in anyone row or column. 
It is well known that an r X n Latin rectangle (based on {1, ... , n}) can be extended to 
an n X n Latin square, and that an r X s Latin rectangle L can be extended to an n x n 
Latin square if and only if each number in {I, ... , n} occurs in L at least r + s - n times. 
These results are usually derived using Hall's theorem and transversal theory: for the 
necessary results on transversals and for the deduction of these properties of Latin 
rectangles see, for example, [3] or [4]. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that in extending Latin rectangles using transversal 
theory there is still more room for choice than implied by the above results: in particular 
we shall look at the problem of extending Latin rectangles to Latin squares in which 
some of the diagonal elements are prescribed. 
THEOREM 1. Let L be an rX s Latin rectangle based on {I, ... , n}, where r< nand 
r~ s. For 1 ~ i ~ n let f(i) be a non-negative integer with L~=I f(i) = n - s, and let N(i) 
be the number of occurrences of i in L. Then L can be extended to an r X n Latin rectangle 
based on {I, ... ,n} in which the first f(1) additional columns exclude 1, the next f(2) 
columns exclude 2, .. " and the last fen) columns exclude n, if and only if N(i);a. 
r+s-n+f(i) for l~i~n. 
PROOF. The necessity of the conditions on N(i) is easy to establish: for if L can be 
extended to an r X n Latin rectangle, as stated, then the eventual number of occurrences 
of i will be r. But this is at most N(i) + (n - s) - f(i), being the number of occurrences 
of i in L plus the maximum number of the new columns which can contain i. Hence 
r~ N(i) + (n - s) - f(i) and N(i);a. r+ s- n + f(i) as required. 
To show the sufficiency of the conditions, assume firstly that f(1) > 0 and for 1 ~ i ~ n 
let Ai denote those members of {2, ... ,n} which do not occur in the ith row of L. Let 
M ={i: 2~ i~ nand N(i) = r+s- n + f(i)}. 
We shall show that the family .!Ii = (AI, ... , A,) has a transversal and that M is a partial 
transversal of this family. From this it will follow that .!Ii has a transversal which contains 
M 
To see that .!Ii has a transversal note that 1 fails to occur in r- N(1) rows of L and so 
r - N (1) of the sets A 1> ••• ,A, have cardinality n - s - 1 and the rest have cardinality 
n - s. So for any t of the sets AI, ... ,A,: 
the sum of their t cardinalities;a. (n - s) t - (r - N (1» 
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;a. (n - s)t- (n - s- f(l) 
>(n-s)(t-l). 
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Since each i E {2, ... , n} occurs in r- N(i) (,,;;;n - s - f(i)";;; n - s) of the sets AI> ... ,A, 
it follows that the union of the t sets in question must contain at least t different numbers. 
Hence, by Hall's theorem, .91 has a transversal. 
Now to show that M is a partial transversal of .91 we will assume otherwise and derive 
a contradiction. If M is not a partial transversal of .91, then some M' £: M intersects less 
than 1M' I of the AI, ... , A,. Assume that M' meets t(,,;;; IM'I-I) of the AiS of cardinality 
n-s and at most IM'I-I-t of the AiS of cardinality n-s-1. Then since, for iEM', 
n - s = r+ f(i) - N(i) we have 
(n-s)IM'I= L (n-s) 
ieM' 
= L (r+ f(i) - N(i)) 
ieM' 
= L (r- N(i)) + L f(i) 
iEM' ieM' 
'-----v------' 
total occurrences of 
members of M' in sri 
, 
= L IAinM'I+ L f(i) 
i=1 ieM' 
, n 
,,;;; L IAinM'I+ L f(i) 
i=1 i=2 
,,;;; t(n - s) +(IM'I-I- t)(n - s-I)+(n - s- f(I)) 
= (n- s)IM'I- (IM'I-I-t)- f(1) 
«n-s)IM'I· 
This contradiction shows that M is a partial transversal of .91 and hence that M is contained 
in some transversal of .91. This transversal provides a 'representative' for each row which 
can then be used in the natural way to extend L to an r X (s + 1) matrix L'. By the 
definition of .91, L' will be a Latin rectangle whose (s + 1)st column excludes 1. 
Now let N'(i) denote the number of occurrences of i in L' and let I' be given by 
1'(1) = f(1) -1 and f'(i) = f(i) otherwise. Then 
N'(i) ~N(i» r+s- n+ f(i) (2,,;;; i,,;;; n, i ~ M) 
N'(i) =N(i)+ 1 = (r+s- n+ f(i))+ 1 (i EM) 
N'(I) = N(1) ~ r+ s- n + f(I) > r+ s- n + 1'(1). 
Hence, in each case, N'(i) ~ r+ (s + 1) - n + f'(i) and also L~=l f'(i) = n - (s + 1). So we 
are ready to start the process again. 
Clearly, continuing in this way (f(1) times for 1, f(2) times for 2 etc) eventually yields 
an rX n Latin rectangle in which the first f(I) additional columns exclude 1, the next 
f(2) exclude 2, ... , and the last f(n) columns exclude n. 
The next result uses f(i) copies of i in the diagonal when extending an r x r Latin 
rectangle to an n X n Latin square: the result is similar to the one found in [1] but there 
the proof is by means of graph theory and edge-colourings. 
THEOREM 2. Let L be an r X r Latin rectangle base on {I, ... ,n}. For 1,,;;; i,,;;; n let 
f(i) be a non-negative integer with L~=d(i)";;; n - r-I and let N(i) be the number of 
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occurrences of i in L. Then L can be extended to an n x n Latin square in which the first 
f(1) additional diagonal elements are 1, the next f(2) diagonal elements are 2, ... , and 
the next f(n) diagonal elements are n, if and only if N(i) ~ 2r- n + f(i) for 1 ~ i ~ n. 
PROOF. Again the necessity of the conditions is easy to establish and so we will just 
assume that N(i) ~ 2r - n + f(i) for 1 ~ i ~ n and deduce that L can be extended in the 
stated way. In the case when f(i) = 0 for each i this resul~ is a particular case of the 
extension theorems referred to earlier. So assume, say, that f(1) > 0 (and hence that 
n;i!: r+ 2). Let S denote the set of those i E {2, ... , n} for which N(i) = 2r- n + f(1) and 
let T be the set of those i E {2, .. . ,n} for which N(i) = 2r- n+ f(i) + 1. Then if some 
S; ~ Sand T; ~ T together lie in at least j rows of L it follows (by considering occurrences 
in the remaining (r- j) x r matrix) that 
(r- j)r~ (2r- n - j)IS;1 + (2r- n + 1- j)IT;I+ L f(i) + (n -ls;I-IT;i)(r- j) 
ie SivTi 
and hence that 
(n - r)IS;I+(n - r-l)IT;1 ~ (r- j)(n - r) + L f(i) ~ (r- j)(n - r) + (n - r-2). 
ieSiuTi 
In particular Is;1 ~ r- j and so 
2Is;j+IT;1 = 2(n- r-l)IS;I+(n - r-l)IT;1 
n-r-l 
= (n - r-2)IS;I+ (n - r)IS;I+(n - r-l)IT;1 
n-r-l 
(n - r-2)(r- j)+(r- j)(n - r) + (n - r-2) 
~~----~--~~~~--~~----~ 
n-r-l 
2( .) n-r-2 = r-] + . 
n-r-l 
It follows that 21s;1 + IT;I ~ 2(r- j). In particular, taking S; = Sand T; = T shows that 
21s1 + I TI ~ 2r. And if S; ~ Sand T; ~ T together lie in h rows of L and S~ ~ Sand T; ~ T 
together lie in h columns of L we can deduce that 
(2Is;l+ IT;!) +(2Iszl+IT;i) ~ 2(r-h)+2(r-h) 
and that Is;1 + Is~1 + I T;j ~ 2r- jl - j2: we shall need these facts later. 
We shall now set about extending L to an (r + 1) x (r + 1) Latin rectangle with 1 in the 
(r+ 1, r+ l)th place, and in such a fashion that the process can continue. Let d, ~ be 
the families of subsets of {2, . .. , n, 2' , ... , n '} given by 
where 
d = (At, ... ,An A;, ... ,A~) 
Ai ={i: 2~ i~ nand i does not occur in the ith row of L} 
A;={i': 2~i~n and i does not occur in the ith column of L}: 
and \8 is the family of 21s1 + I TI sets formed by taking {i} and {i'l for each i E S and by 
taking {i, i'l for each i E T. As remarked earlier 21s1 + I TI ~ 2r and so d has at least as 
many sets as ~. We shall show (using a well known 'criterion for common transversals 
found, for example, in [2]) that ~ has a transversal which is a partial transversal of d. 
To do this we must show that any union of j sets from d intersects any union of k sets 
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from m is at least i + k - 2r numbers To do this we will show that the union of any it 
of the sets A l1 • •• ,Ar together with any iz of the sets A~, ... ,A~ intersect the union 
B={i:iESl}U{i':iES2}U{i,i':iETl} of sets from m in at least (jl+i2)+ 
(I sll + IS21 + I TIl) - 2r numbers. But if that were not the case then at least I TIl + 2r - il - i2 + 
1 of the ISll+ls21+2ITll points of B would fail to lie in any of the ilAiS or any of the 
izA:s. This means that for some Si <;; SI (<;; S), S~ <;; S2(<;; S) and Ti <;; Tl (<;; T) 
and all the ISil+ITii is in B lie in il rows of L and Is~I+IT~1 numbers lie in i2 columns 
of L: this contradicts our earlier inequality. Hence m has a transversal which is a partial 
transversal of d. 
It is immediate from Theorem 1 that d has a transversal and so there is a transversal 
of d which contains a transversal of m. Extend L by using the 'representative' of Ai to 
create an (i, r+ 1)-th entry, the representative of Ai (without its') to create an (r+ 1, i)-th 
entry, and by using 1 for the (r+ 1, r+ 1)-th entry. In this way we get an (r+ 1) x (r+ 1) 
Latin rectangle and the new diagonal entry is 1. Furthermore, by our choice of the 
transersal of d, L' is of the corresponding type to L and the process can continue. 
Formally, if N'(i) denotes the number of occurrences i in L' and 1'(1) = f(l) -1, I'(i) = 
f( i) otherwise then it is easy to check that N' (i) ";3 2( r + 1) - n + I' (i) for 1,,;; 1 ,,;; nand 
that I7=1 I'(i),,;; n - (r+ 1) -1. So the process can continue (f(l) times for 1, f(2) times 
for 2, ... , and f(n) times for n) to yield an (r+ f) x (r+ f) Latin rectangle, where 
f=I7=J(i), with N(i)";32(r+f)-n for each i. By the standard extension results this 
can be extended to an n x n Latin square: by our construction the diagonal of this square 
is of the required form. 
Results concerning completely prescribed diagonals are much harder, although some 
partial results can be obtained by noting precisely where in the above proof the fact that 
I7=1 f(i) < n - r is used and demanding some alternative property of L. We content 
ourselves with a simple corollary to the above theorem (which can be deduced in many 
ways): 
COROLLARY. An r x r Latin rectangle L based on {I, ... , n} with its diagonal entries 
all the same can be extended to an n x n Latin square with its diagonal entries all the same 
if and only if each member of {I, ... , n} apart from the diagonal entry occurs in L at least 
2r- n times. 
PROOF. It is easy to see that L can be extended to an n x n Latin square in which 
each diagonal entry is equal if and only if it can be extended to an n x n Latin square in 
which the first n - 1 diagonal entries are equal. The result therefore follows easily from 
the theorem by defining f(i) = n - r-l for the repeated diagonal entry of Land f(i) = 0 
otherwise. 
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